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About

(nth)siastiv, vreatize, Fashion designer, with great aesthetiv sense, and the passion 
to )tili.e all my potential to avhieze high goalsf I seek to vontrib)te my skills and 
designs aesthetiv to assist in vreating stylish, saleable Aashionsf x Aast learner and 
eager to vhallenge myselA, I aspire to vontin)ally grow and A)rther dezelop my 
talents within the ind)stryf I loze miqing dijerent tevhniB)es and v)lt)ral A)sion 
in my workf I am open to new and bold ideas and trained well avvording to proRevt 
reB)irementsf
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Experience

Assistant Fashion and Textile designer 
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Fashion designer
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Choreographer
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Korked as a bavkstage )shering team leader with make)p artist TariB 
xminf Korked as a bavkstage )shering team leaderf

Assistant Designer
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the models and )shering teamf |reat opport)nity Aor interavtion with 
dijerent proAessionals Korked as an organi.er in )shering teamf Partiv-
ipated in sketvhing Competition in TevtiB9sGU at
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Fashion designer
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Eezeloping new design vonvepts 
Eezeloping new digital prints avvording to trends and vlient demandf 
8aking seamless patterns with dijerent tevhniB)es avvording to trend 

and vlient demandf 
8aking vreatize designs and layo)tsf
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Eezeloping new design vonvepts 
Visiting sites and other so)rves oA ideas Aor designs 
"eeping )p to date and spotting Aashion trends in Aabriv design by 

reading Aorevasts in trade maga.ines and )sing internet reso)rves 
8aking vreatize designs and layo)tsf 
Creating Eigital prints avvording to v)rrent Trendsf 
Creating m)ltiple designs oA embroidery and digital print Aor apparelsf
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